Behavior of flavor compounds in model food systems: a thermodynamic study.
Physicochemical parameters, such as hydrophobicity, water solubility, and volatility, of four flavor compounds (ethyl acetate, ethyl butyrate, ethyl hexanoate, and 2-pentanone) were determined. The amount of flavor compounds released from different model matrices (mineral water, purified triolein, an oil-in-water emulsion, a carbohydrate matrix, and a complex matrix containing lipids and carbohydrates) into the gaseous phase was determined at thermodynamic equilibrium, at 37 degrees C, by static headspace gas chromatography. The degree of interaction between the flavor compounds and the matrix components was shown by measuring the percentage retention using the water matrix as the reference. The partition of flavor compounds was principally dependent on their hydrophobicity. Physicochemical interactions that occurred in the different media led to different degrees of flavor retention. An impact of fat on flavor retention was demonstrated when a water matrix and an oil-in-water matrix or carbohydrate and complex matrices were compared. A carbohydrate impact on flavor compound retention was also detected, which was evident even in the presence of lipids.